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For a relaxing space to ponder the quote yourself,
take a dip in Gudr˙narlaug, a hot pot pool favored by
Gudrun. Few other tangible ruins remain, but the land-
scapes across Dalir region are largely unchanged and
names like Hjardarholt, the farm in which Kjartan and
Bolli grew up together, remind visitors of the lasting im-
pact of the sagas and the original settlers.

The Saga of Gisli: fiingeryi 
and Haukadalur

More family feuding runs through the Saga of Gisli.
Brothers and brothers-in-law come to blows after
blood oaths are not fulfilled and wives fantasise about
men other than their husbands. Gisli himself murders
one of the saga’s main characters and is then outlawed,
living on the run in the Westfjords for 13 years. Aided
by his loving wife, Aud, who refuses to give up his
whereabouts despite being plied with silver, fate finally
catches up with him and he is killed, valiantly fighting
his assailants, his wife at his side until the end, ‘his last
blow no weaker than his first’ (though not before, in true
Saga style, reciting a quick poem).

Just travelling around the spectacular Westfjords re-
gion gives an idea of the difficulties Gisli would have
faced while on the run. High mountains and wide fjords
that draw gasps of delight from visitors today would
have been obstacles to a man needing to constantly stay
ahead of those out to get him. Beautiful Dyrafjordur is
the centre of much of the action in the saga, and its main
‘town’, pingeyri (population 281) has the excellent
Skallin Viking Centre where you can get your inner
Norse on, dressing up in costumes, making bread and
drinking beer (all with a ‘Viking’ prefix) while hearing
how the earliest settlers lived in this harsh environment.
They also sell handmade, top-quality Icelandic
sweaters. If you’re here in late June/early July you can
enjoy the Dyrafjardardagar Viking Festival, and also
head a few kilometres northwest to even tinier
Haukadalur, site of Gisli’s farm. Here an enthusiastic
local saga sage and his friends perform an abridged
version of the tale in a small theatre, dressed in 10th-
century outfits, and lead tours round the area, pointing
out its many Gisli connections. (www.lonelyplanet.com) A hot pot with history, Gudrun’s pool in Dalir

Enthusiastic and knowledgeable Gisli impersonator at Haukadalur


